
The 2017
Design Products 

of the Year

In this special section, companies with a 
deep understanding of New Jersey consumers
will help you navigate the flood of new products
and services by identifying which ones they feel

will benefit you most in the coming year.

From appliances to furnishings, accessories 
to flooring, tile and paint to doors and windows,

you’ll get ideas that may just inspire 
your next home design project.

introducing
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ATLANTIC ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK | 913 Asbury Avenue | Asbury Park, NJ 07712 
732-988-9220 | AAMWINDOWS.COM

ARTISTIC TILE | 777 Broad Street | Shrewsbury, NJ 07702 | 732-212-1616 
727 Route 17 South | Paramus, NJ 07652 | 201-670-6100

ARTISTICTILE.COM

Enjoy uninterrupted
views to the outside
with doors, screens,
shades and hardware
integrated into one
beautifully designed
system. Screens and
shades control insects,
sunlight and privacy and
retract completely into
the doorframe when not
used, allowing control of living environments. Visit New Jersey’s
Exclusive Centor Dealer in Asbury Park.

SHELFGENIE | 1330 Route 206, Suite 1028-124 | Skillman, NJ 08858 | 888-853-8818
SHELFGENIE.COM

Reach everything
from your
kitchenware to
your culinary
goals. With
ShelfGenie Glide-
Out™ shelves, 
it s easy to get
organized, create more storage space and access all your items —
easily. These high-quality pull-out shelves are custom built for your
existing cabinets so you can easily transform your space into the
kitchen of your dreams without a renovation.

Introducing the
Michael Aram
Collection for 
Artistic Tile. This
collaboration
creates an exciting
synergy, infusing
Aram’s high-style
designs into the very
finest ceramic tile
available. The line
draws on some of Aram’s well-known collections; Molten, Botanical
Leaf, and Gotham, translating their distinct aesthetic into a series of
high-quality, decorative ceramic tiles and liners. Each pattern is glazed
in metallic bronze, steel or gloss white.

VERONA APPLIANCES | 41 Mercedes Way, Suite 25 | Edgewood, NY 11717 | 866-844-6566
VERONAAPPLIANCES.COM

The new Verona 36-inch
double oven electric range
brings the power of gas
cooking in a fully electric
option, now with two
ovens. High power radiant
elements deliver quick and
even heat for perfectly
prepared meals on a vitro
ceramic surface. The range
is also equipped with dual
multi-function convection
ovens that each provide
seven cooking options:
three baking modes (Bake, Fan Oven, Convection Bake); three
radiant modes (Broil, Convection Broil, Dual Broil) and a Defrost
mode. The exclusive Verona 36-inch double oven electric ranges
deliver the ultimate in professional performance for the home chef.

special advertising section
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ROSEN DECORATORS | 280 Route 9 North| Morganville, NJ 07751 | 732-972-3364
ROSENDECORATORS.COM

Nova Collection
Crafted from glass and
finished with an
electroplated metallic
finish. Accented with
rhinestones for the
ultimate in luxury bath
interiors.

Mardi Gras
A festive collection
embellished with
sophisticated accents of
semiprecious stones.
Handcrafted in New York
by local artisans.

DELAWARE QUARRIES | 6603 Route 202 | New Hope, PA 18938 | 800-533-4954
DELAWAREQUARRIES.COM

Delaware Quarries Inc.
has been in business
for 70 years supplying
natural building and
landscaping stone all
across the United
States. There are
numerous locations up
and down the East
Coast, including reps
across the U.S. We supply natural stone from thin/thick veneer to
gravels, flagstone, wallstones, pool coping, mantels, boulders,
limestone, granite and erosion control.

special advertising section

DESIGNERS WELCOME 
TO BRING THEIR CLIENTS

CALIFORNIA CLOSETS | Fairfield, Cranbury, Ridgewood, Mount Laurel, Bernardsville, 
Short Hills and Northfield, NJ | 800-274-6754 | CALIFORNIACLOSETS.COM

Our Tesoro™

Collection is
imported from
Italy and exclusive
to California
Closets. With a
unique play of rich
wood textures,
classic textile
patterns and
intriguing color
contrasts, Tesoro
designs evoke the
stunning dynamics of the fashion industry and set a new benchmark in
home décor. All Tesoro colors are CARB (California Air Resources
Board) compliant and eco-friendly.

AMORÉ | 10 Stickle Avenue | Rockaway, NJ 07866 | 973-625-8882
AMOREDESIGNFACTORY.COM

When true
customization makes
an award-winning
kitchen, create your
own centerpiece
with a custom range
hood from Amoré
Design Factory. 
One-of-kind artisanal craftsmanship is presented in each handcrafted
masterpiece. Define your design program even further with custom
architectural elements from Amoré. Request your Amoré 2017 catalog
at AmoreDesignFactory.com
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CANTERBURY DESIGN | 03 Ridgedale Avenue | Morristown, NJ 07962 | 973-539-3339
CANTERBURYDESIGN.COM

The Galley
Workstation®
features stylish
design,
handcrafted
workmanship and
unsurpassed
functionality. It s
built to last a lifetime. The best-selling IWS 5 is a one-to-two-person
workstation that s smartly equipped with a nine-piece, dual-tier
Culinary Kit in your choice of white or black resin or natural bamboo.

2017 Products of the Year

WORLDWIDE WHOLESALE FLOOR COVERINGS | Edison • Fairfield • Lawrenceville, NJ
WORLDWIDEWHOLESALE.COM

Like an artist s canvas, 
a beautiful hardwood
floor can reflect your
unique tastes and
influences. The Artistic
Timbers collection
highlights the beauty
and artistic flair of
hardwood for a striking,
individualized style
statement.
This wide-plank rustic
white oak floor is
artistically distressed to
highlight the beautiful
knots and dramatic
character of the wood.

GRAND DOORS | 1372 39th Street | Brooklyn, NY 11218 | 718-871-2200
GRANDDOORS.COM

The centerpiece of
this grand entrance
is a custom
fiberglass door 
with hand-forged
wrought iron
available in
different finishes
and iron designs.
This product is as
durable as it is
beautiful. A custom front door makes a lasting first impression
without the expense of a major renovation.

Shooting pool on a
Blatt Billiards table is
more enjoyable
under a custom,
handcrafted light.
This six-lamp light is
made of solid brass
with hand-tufted 
silk shades. There
are many choices, 
of course, including
glass shades. 
Let Blatt Billiards help you choose the perfect light to match your 
Blatt Billiards pool table.

special advertising section

BLATT BILLIARDS | 330 West 38th Street | New York, NY 10018 | 800-252-8855

350 South Main Street | Wood-Ridge, NJ 07075 | 845-357-2727
BLATTBILLIARDS.COM
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M. TEIXEIRA SOAPSTONE | 547 S. Broad Street | Glen Rock, NJ 07452 | 877-478-8170
SOAPSTONES.COM

M. Teixeira
Soapstone is a
direct importer
and fabricator of
soapstone
countertops,
custom soapstone
sinks, DIY counter -
tops, soapstone
tiles, fireplaces
and more. We have multiple showroom and slab yard locations
nationwide where you can view and select your own slabs and see various
types of installation samples. We offer the largest collections of soap -
stone available in the United States. Domestic and Imported soapstone is
available also. We use the latest technology in stoneworking equipment
and have the industry’s most experienced craftsmen. M. Teixeira
Soapstone has been working exclusively with soapstone since 1998.

Porcelanosa is the
manufacturer and
distributor of a
luxurious selection
of tiles, bathroom
products, mosaics,
and hardwood.
Porcelanosa also
specializes in
custom kitchen
cabinetry and
accessories.
Porcelanosa’s talented kitchen designers can help you create your
dream kitchen. Visit a Porcelanosa showroom today to get inspired by
the contemporary kitchen collections.

special advertising section

PORCELANOSA | 65 Route 17 South | Paramus , NJ 07652 | 201-712-0556
PORCELANOSA-USA.COM

This fabulous two-
tone walk-in pantry
in Driftwood and
White Melamine
with Shaker fronted
drawers and
cabinets is paired
with a 2-inch work
surface in Starry
Night. It features
deep built-in
adjustable shelves
stacked atop drawers adorned with nickel pulls. This chic pantry boasts
open shelving, wire pull-out bins and tray dividers.

DECORATOR‘S CHOICE CLOSETS | Shrewsbury, NJ 07702 

732-758-0920 | DECORATORSCHOICE.NET

The Elements &
OriginsTM Collection
by Jena Hall for
Thomasville is a
new way to
decorate with 
Old World style.
Create your own
designer look by
mixing and
mingling. Choose
from over 100
updated traditional pieces inspired by European classic styles featuring
relaxed, informal finishes for the way you live today.

HOME INSPIRATIONS THOMASVILLE | 3506 U.S. 1 | Princeton, NJ 08540 | 609-716-8101
453 Green Street | Woodbridge, NJ 07095 | 732-726-0200

THOMASVILLENJ.COM
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CHARLES P. ROGERS | 26 West 17 Street | New York, NY 10011
300 Route 17 North | East Rutherford, NJ | 866-427-6028 

CHARLESPROGERS.COM

British craftsmen in
paint and paper,
Farrow & Ball
recently launched
three wallpapers
inspired by the
1940s. Enigma, Gable
and Arcade are a
contemporary twist
on classic designs
inspired by the
archives. They are
made using traditional printing methods and real Farrow & Ball paints,
creating a seamless connection between paint and paper.

Charles P. Rogers &
Company has been
making beds,
mattresses and bed
linens since 1855.
Everything is
handcrafted to the
highest standards
and available directly
from a showroom or
the website. The
complete collection
is available online.
Free delivery to
most U.S. addresses.

special advertising section

FARROW & BALL | 888-511-1121
FARROW-BALL.COM

Hardware Designs Inc. offers
contemporary stylings
beautifully crafted for your
bathroom. The fine European
craftsmanship displayed in 
this Keuco wall-mounted vanity
paired with a Dornbracht
faucet set makes a strong
contemporary statement in 
any bathroom. The effect is
further heightened by the
illuminated Robern medicine
cabinet. Crisp, clean modernism,
flawlessly executed.

HARDWARE DESIGNS | 135 New Dutch Lane | Fairfield, NJ 07004 | 973-808-0266

HARDWARE-DESIGNS.COM

Gable BP5404 is priced $230 per 11 yd roll

BLATT BILLIARDS | 330 West 38th Street | New York, NY 10018 | 800-252-8855

350 South Main Street | Wood-Ridge, NJ 07075 | 845-357-2727
BLATTBILLIARDS.COM

Blatt Billiards has a
large selection of
Dine and Play pool
tables that are
perfect for urban
living. These popular
tables are available in
many choices of
woods and metals
and can be custom
crafted to you exact
specifications. We are
installing them all over the country in large homes and small apartments.
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Tailor your kitchen with
cabinetry and hoods
from Peter Salerno’s
celebrated Tesoro
Collection. Featuring
award-winning design
and exclusive heirloom-
quality custom cabinetry
and pared with hand-
made hoods crafted
using reclaimed tin
dating from the 1880s
through the 1930s.

PETER SALERNO | 511 Goffle Road | Wyckoff, NJ 07481 | 201-251-6608

PETERSALERNOINC.COM

The Kitchen Classics
designs and installs
kitchens and baths of
extraordinary beauty.
From new home
construction to
complete reno -
vations, we design
and install kitchens,
bath vanities,
bookcases,
entertainment centers and more. We carry the finest lines of kitchen and
bath cabinetry and are proud to be a Touchstone Fine Cabinetry dealer.

THE KITCHEN CLASSICS | 2268 Springfield Avenue | Milburn/Vauxhall, NJ 07088 

908 964-7101 | THEKITCHENCLASSICS.COM

MITCHELL GOLD + BOB WILLIAMS | 776 North Route 17 | Paramus NJ 07652 
201-639-0370 | MGBWHOME.COM

Simply irresistible:
The Big Easy is 
made for relaxing.
Sophisticated yet
casual, our luxurious
three-piece
collection — armless
chair, corner chair
and ottoman — lets you create configurations suited to your space and
lifestyle. Decadent down-blend cushions are oversized and
accommodating. Details such as French seams, knife-edge pillows and
simple recessed feet keep the look clean.

WEINSTEIN CARPET & FLOORING | 6 Fairview Avenue | Little Silver, NJ 07739
732-741-0091 | WEINSTEINFLOORING.COM

The soft feel and a
subtle sheen of the
Twilight Trellis rug
transforms this
sophisticated and
luxurious master
bedroom. The
texture and color
emulate the look and
feel of a Tibetan
hand-knotted rug.
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JM LIFESTYLES | 215 Route 10, Building 3, Unit 3 | Randolph, NJ 07869 | 973-668-5057
JMLIFESTYLES.COM

JM Lifestyles has
created WoodForm
Concrete®, a lightweight
engineered composite
that looks like wood
and acts like stone. It
will not split, crack,
splinter, stain or rot.
Multiple color choices,
edge details,
accessories and more
area available. Use this revolutionary product where real wood would be
impractical or impossible. This product has more than 50% recycled
content and 0% waste in its production, it’s lightweight, will last longer
than wood and has a lower Embodied Energy in its production. Real wood
produces up to 70% waste from the time a tree is cut down. Contribute to
positive change with Woodform Concrete — “Wood without the worry!”

2017 Products of the Year

REYNOLDS LANDSCAPING | 201 East Bay Avenue | Manahawkin, NJ 08050
609-597-6099 | REYNOLDSLANDSCAPING.COM

Warmer in the
winter, cooler in
the summer.
New high-
performance
composite
technology
combined with an
insulated core will
minimize your
energy costs and
maximize your
comfort. Our triple-ply, fiberglass-reinforced, pultruded components are
the strongest in the industry, and provide far greater thermal insulation.

From dazzling
coastal landscapes 
to custom interior
and exterior
construction
projects, Reynolds
Landscaping is LBI’s
premier service
provider of upscale,
personalized
residential
environments. For over 35 years Reynolds has combined the unique
features in the landscape and the built environment to create
comprehensive, aesthetic designs that stand the test of time.

special advertising section

NJ SUNROOM ADDITIONS| 1199 Route 22 East | Mountainside, NJ 07092 | 908-228-9300 
NJSUNROOMADDITIONS.COM

Wool is cleverly
combined to create
this contemporary
hand knotted line.
Design elements are
predominantly floral,
but always beautiful,
in subtly neutral
color palettes. In
Bokara Rug
company has been in
business for over 40
years innovating the
most up to date
designs and styles.

BOKARA RUG | 50 Enterprise Avenue North, Suite B | Secaucus, NJ 07094 | 201-601-0040
BOKARA.COM
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The Composed faucet
collection by Kohler®

is a design stripped 
of nonessential
flourishes. Composed
embodies simplicity.
Clean. Classic. Quietly
confident. Timeless
and deliberate, the
Composed faucet
exhibits the beautifully understated elements of minimalist design. 
By eliminating unnecessary details, it elicits an emotional response
with its stark beauty.

special advertising section

GENERAL PLUMBING SUPPLY | Edison • Morris Plains • Orange • Bergenfield • Bayonne 

Hawthorne • Lakewood • Matawan • Green Brook • Ridgefield • Union • Middletown • Dover • Tenafly 

800-Call-GPS | GENERALPLUMBINGSUPPLY.NET

ANDERSEN WINDOWS & DOORS | 100 Fourth Avenue North | Bayport, MN 55003
ANDERSENWINDOWS.COM

Introducing 100 Series
by Andersen Windows.
The budget-friendly
100 Series windows
are engineered with
Fibrex® composite
material for durability,
sustainability and
energy-efficiency.
It’s twice as strong as
vinyl and provides
low-maintenance exteriors with clean corners for a refined look.

ATLANTIC ARCHITECTURAL MILLWORK | 913 Asbury Avenue | Asbury Park, NJ 07712 
732-988-9220 | MARVINWINDOWS-NJ.COM

The Ultimate Multi-
Slide Door is more
than just a new
panoramic door. It’s
an entirely new
lifestyle. Smoothly
slide it open and
invite into your
home expansive
views, fresh air and
an abundance of
warm, natural light.
Visit New Jersey s #1 Marvin Windows and Doors Dealer.

Quartz is gaining
popularity as the
ideal surface for
kitchens, vanities and
more. With its low
maintenance, high
durability and
innovative colors and
textures, engineered
quartz offers a
tempting alternative
to natural stone countertops.
Made of 95% ground natural quartz with 5% polymer resins, the virtually
indestructible and smooth, non-porous surface of premium quartz is
exploding in the marketplace as a surface of style and endurance.

OCEANA DESIGNS | 450 Oberlin Avenue South, Lakewood, NJ 08701 | 732-987-6944

OCEANADESIGNS.NET
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COVE CARPET ONE FLOOR & HOME | 335 Springfield Avenue | Summit, NJ 07901 
908-273-0220 | COVECARPETONESUMMIT.COM

The Invincible H2O
Exclusive Enhanced Vinyl
Plank Collection of tile
looks and feels like real
wood. It s a great flooring
choice, especially for
kitchens, bathrooms and
pet-friendly homes. The tile
is impervious to water
thanks to a unique system
that locks out leaks. It can
be installed over many
existing floors and offers
outstanding durability and
high-end, handcrafted
designer looks.

TOWN APPLIANCE | 10 S Clifton Avenue | Lakewood, NJ 08701 | 732-364-5195
TOWNAPPLIANCE.COM

Florence, Italy, is
known for
outstanding food,
delicious wine,
impeccable design
and attention to
detail. Combining
Italian design with
Viking Professional performance, the Tuscany range was born in the heart
of Italy. This sophisticated new line of Italian Provincial ranges features
models sized and featured to meet the needs of American architecture
and lifestyles. Incorporating the highest quality materials and unsurpassed
reliability Viking is known for, Viking Tuscany is offered in multiple
configurations and options to meet the most discriminating tastes.

STONELEMENT | 287 Cheesequake Road | Parlin, NJ 08859 | 908-601-7285
EMAIL: LEON@STONELEMENT.COM

Semi-Precious
Smokey Quartz
from StonElement
is sure to amaze as
the centerpiece of
any application. Its
translucent nature
aids in creative
projects, and its
durability enables
more demanding
applications such as in kitchens and bathrooms.

ILVE®, known for hand-
assembled custom Italian
appliances, now offers a
Custom Color Program
for its ranges and hoods.
In addition to the
standard color options
(seven for Majestic and
eight for Nostalgie), more
than 220 brilliant colors
are nowavailable for both
the Majestic and
Nostalgie Collections.
ILVE ranges are available
in six standard American
sizes: 60, 48, 40, 36 and 30 inches and a perfect city-sized 24-inch option
in the Nostalgie line. Customization possibilities are endless thanks to
single- and double-oven options as well as dual-fuel and all-gas
connection choices combined with multiple cooktop and trim options.

ILVE APPLIANCES | 41 Mercedes Way, Suite 25 | Edgewood, NY 11717 | 866-844-6566
ILVEAPPLIANCES.COM


